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Flexibility        By Elly Hamilton 

As construction continues, it will be necessary for us to adjust to changes with little or no 

notice. Our contractors have determined a “sequence of tasks” that will allow them to 

complete our project in a timely manner. However, sometimes uncontrollable circumstances 

prevent them from following the pre-determined schedule, causing them to alter their sequence 

of work. This means we must all adapt! 
 

Watch for these changes: 
 

1.  Changes to the entrance and/or pathway into the building or to classrooms. 

2.  Changes in the location or function of various facility areas. 

3.  Changes in times of meetings/worship, due to facility limitations. 
 

While you watch our old building being transformed, try to imagine the wonderful new ministry 

tool that it is becoming and thank God for guiding the work every step of the way.  

Wonderful When It’s Done 

 

I can’t say, “thank you” enough! So much is underway. So much is a mess! There’s a coat of 

dust covering half the building. The courtyard area looks like a tornado touched down. The 

renovation area has been gutted, but new windows, 

bricks, mortar, steel, wiring, air ducts and drywall are 

going up and in. The vision of a safe, warm, 

welcoming, new ministry area is becoming a reality 

because of you! I can’t say “thank you” enough! 

Joining God’s work in building His kingdom is so 

rewarding. It’s messy, but it’s also very exciting to be 

a part of this great work. Just like life gets messy, we 

know the end results are worth it. It will be 

wonderful when it’s done! We’ll enjoy an attractive, 

appealing facility welcoming our community with both 

light and love. Thank you for your patience. Thank 

you for enduring cramped and shared space during 

this interim period. Our general contractor assures 

us that, so far, we are on schedule! Let’s pray we can continue to make progress; even though 

it may be messy for a while, we know it will be wonderful when it’s done! 
 

                      Dyke  

 



Invisible Walkway? 

Any idea where you are?  

Renovation of the preschool area, Faith Hall and 

construction of the corridor outside Faith Hall are 

progressing well. Tens of thousands of pounds of concrete, 

brick, steel, copper and more are now in place, soon to be 

followed by drywall, paint, carpet and 

tile. In a couple of months or so you 

the construction focus shift to the 

lobby area.  
 

During this next phase of the project, 

the north wing will be nearly 

inaccessible for a time, meaning the 

Sanctuary, and the classrooms below 

will be closed; these functions will 

temporarily shift into the newly 

renovated areas. This will be the 

most disruptive of all the phases of 

this project, in terms of Sunday 

morning activities, but from the glimpses you’ve seen from the outside and the 

pictures that have been shared, hopefully you can see how all of this effort is  

starting to pay off.   
 

Thank you for your ongoing patience and flexibility. 
 

In the end, after months of being flexible with what, where and how we go about our business of 

being a loving, lifting and launching church, we will have a modern, accessible facility that will meet 

our needs well into the future! 

Can you tell what’s missing? 

Do you recognize where you are?  

It all started with this! 

Lots of rubble passed by the kitchen.  

Do you know where you are?  
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Going up! 

Are you lost yet?  
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If anyone would like  
to begin a commitment 

for the remainder of the 
campaign, or increase a 
prior commitment 

amount, please contact 
Elly Hamilton at 
301.460.3550 or 

elly@manorwoods.com. 

A New Children’s 

Ministry Bathroom! 

Do you recognize the 

mural? 
The Rooms are Gone! 

Do the green and yellow walls 

you tell where you are?  

Better wiring!  Give yourself a gold 

star if you know these places!  

A New Entrance to Faith Hall! 

Know where you are? Would it help 

to know the Children’s books have 

found a new home? 



CCMW 

Ph: 301.460.3550 

Email: office@manorwoods.com  

Website: manorwoods.com 

Someday…..Soon! 
 

It’s Getting Closer . . . 

LOVING people into 

God’s family,  
 

LIFTING them up 
toward spiritual 

maturity, and  
 

LAUNCHING them 

out to do Christ’s 

work in the world. 


